megan kitching Oliver Goldsmith's The Citizen of the World, labelled by Wayne C. Booth a "self-portrait of genius" that exhibits the full range of the author's versatile skills and is unified by the primary concern of the periodical journalist to pursue "whatever binds his readers to him, " 1 has as its centre the problem of just how to balance social criticism with this obligation to appeal to readers. The "Chinese letters, " Goldsmith's foreign-observer satire, were commissioned as "papers of an amusing character" for John Newbery's The Public Ledger, or, Daily Register of Commerce and Intelligence.
2 From January 1760 until August 1761, Goldsmith produced up to eleven different pieces each month for the commercial daily, sampling and adapting freely from other writers and from his own earlier work. 3 The British Magazine summarized the attraction of these essays in one line: "light, agreeable summer reading; partly original, partly borrowed. "
4 Their exotic trappings aside, the Chinese letters cover similar topics to Goldsmith's other periodical essays: London life and entertainments, politics and party, fashions and fads, and the paradoxes and frailties of human nature. They also include, as noted in the Critical Review, "a great number of ingenious criticisms upon men and books. " 5 Goldsmith's strictures upon the mid-century literary scene have tended to be overshadowed by the comic irony and exotic elements of his oriental letters, but the sections commenting upon contemporary print culture are among the most original in The Citizen of the World. At the heart of this commentary is the problem of the changing role of the author and critic, a preoccupation appropriate for a work that facilitated 1 Wayne C. Booth, "'The Self-Portraiture of . After the initial four letters from 24 January, the Public Ledger published on average nine or ten letters a month from February to October 1760. The monthly average then dropped to three letters, with none appearing in June 1761 and only one each in July and August. In total, 119 letters appeared in the Public Ledger. Goldsmith added a further four pieces to the collected volumes, two of which were originally written for other periodicals.
au thorship & persona in goldsmith Goldsmith's transition from anonymous journalist to respected man of letters. The "Editor's Preface" that Goldsmith added to the collected essays paints a strikingly ambivalent portrait of the author in the public arena:
I belong to no particular class. I resemble one of those solitary animals, that has been forced from its forest to gratify human curiosity. My earliest wish was to escape unheeded through life; but I have been set up for half-pence, to fret and scamper at the end of my chain. Tho This picture presents the writer as an entertainer, yet a savage and dis contented one. Solitary by nature, he fails at the kind of scheming and self-promotion necessary to advance himself and must remain chained to his profession like a dancing bear with talents that exceed his opportunities. Such complaints of neglect and voca tional uncertainty recur throughout Goldsmith's works. His own career demonstrates that an Anglo-Irish newcomer could earn a living by writing while rising through the ranks of the London literary scene. However, like many commentators in the late 1750s and early 1760s, Goldsmith regarded the increasing com mercialization and specialization of print culture as an indicator of overall national decline. He The Citizen of the World, Goldsmith's foreign-observer satire, also critiques polite culture and examines the role of the writer within this culture. At least 19 of the 123 letters concern books and booksellers, authors and reviewers, newspapers and periodicals, and the reading habits of the English. According to Arthur Friedman's annotations to his edition of Goldsmith's works, none of these pieces is derived in any substantial way from Jean Baptiste de Boyer or other sources. 8 Many of these letters repeat argu ments Goldsmith had already presented in his Enquiry, which was partly a response to John Brown's impassioned and bestselling polemic An Estimate of the Manners and Principles of the Times (1757) and partly a somewhat bitter retrospective on his own early literary career. As such, the Enquiry is largely critical of the writer by trade. With the "link between patronage and learning" broken, the author who "writes for bread" becomes a figure of ridicule and contempt, forced to fight for reputation rather than cultivate the muse. When this poverty-stricken hack is employed by venal booksellers, the resulting combination is fundamentally "prejudicial to taste" because it deprives the nation of the benefits that arise when literary genius does "honour to human nature" instead of profit (1:310-16). Goldsmith later repudiated patronage, but in the Enquiry, and to some extent in The Citizen of the World, he continues to associate literary excellence with the few "gentlemen authors" financially independent enough to retain creative freedom. The Citizen of the World shows his views in uneasy transition, and while he caricatures Grub Street hacks, he also engages in a spirited defence of those who write 8 Elsewhere, Goldsmith translated and borrowed from existing sources. au thorship & persona in goldsmith from honest necessity. 9 Nevertheless, Goldsmith's definition of authorial "genius" was naturally different from Booth's and relied upon a literary community founded upon values-conceived as English and middle-class-that underpinned true taste.
The decline of this community and the loss of the author's central position within it lie behind Goldsmith's wandering narrators and solitary personae, such as the Chinese philosopher Lien Chi Altangi. 10 Altangi's separation from Chinese and English society grants him objectivity and critical purchase, but also leaves him isolated, a situation he finds distressing. Like the conflicted figures at the centre of The Traveller and The Deserted Village, he embodies the paradox of the mid-century author's position: mobile and independent, yet bereft of community and out of step with the prevailing direction of public affairs. Throughout his works, Goldsmith proposes various ways in which literature can substitute for local or global community: by replacing religion, by inculcating national virtue, or by advocating cosmopolitan wisdom. These are weighty topics for a newspaper column, and The Citizen of the World often fails to sustain them, or can address them only intermittently within the lighter popular form. The work does advance an argument recurrent throughout Goldsmith's writings that, as Harkin puts it, "in an age of decline the author has a responsibility to act as reformer. "
11 Through the philosopher Lien Chi Altangi, the epistolary collection addresses the role of writer and critic in distinguishing the spurious from the genuine, and the potential for literature to improve readers. If Goldsmith presents no conclusive position on these questions, it is because he understands these issues as collective social concerns, and his solutions increasingly rely on the cultural authority of the individual. 15 Altangi is first introduced as "a native of Honan in China" and a former mandarin who has learned to converse with the English in Canton, though he remains "intirely a stranger to their manners and customs" (2:16). Because Goldsmith dispenses with the common device of a fictional translator, Altangi seems to have an unlikely command of English, although some of his letters, the editor's footnotes inform us, consist largely of Confucian platitudes.
On arrival in England, Altangi gazes around the "new world" of London with the wide-eyed innocence that is fundamental to the foreigner in literary satire. As a comically naive observer, he misinterprets appearances, mistaking, for example, the finely dressed women accosting him on the street for "daughters of hospitality" welcoming a stranger (2:42). When one of the prostitutes tricks him out of his watch, Altangi quickly realizes his error and philosophically accepts the experience as a lesson in humility. Such occasions provide opportunities for Goldsmith or the "editor" to mock the Chinese philosopher's oriental asceticism and lofty formality. Goldsmith makes it clear, however, that his philosopher's unworldliness in such transactions also arises from a benevolent willingness to believe the best of humankind. As Charles A. Knight argues, Altangi constantly shifts between being the "ironic victim" of satire and an "ironic observer" of British society. 16 When Altangi comes to observe print culture and the book trade, his world of appearances and pretence becomes Goldsmith's vehicle for exposing the gap between true taste and novel fads pursued for reputation and profit. "When I survey the absurdities and falsehoods with which the books of the Europeans are filled, " Altangi declares in one letter, "I thank heaven for having been born in China, and that I have sagacity enough to detect imposture" (2:69). Although, as we shall see, Altangi encounters On the one hand, Goldsmith's Chinese philosopher comes from a region associated with "ancient and universal truths, " which enables Goldsmith's "classicist" critique of con temporary consumerism. On the other hand, the growing trade in oriental-style export goods was relegating China to "the site of capriciousness, folly and illusion. " 17 Goldsmith's pseudooriental letter collection had to incorporate the ironic awareness that he was attempting to advance this classicist cause in a genre already defined within its critique as inauthentic, part of the profusion of commodities that were in conflict with so-called natural taste. For Christopher Brooks, The Citizen of the World is most fruitfully read as an "imposture" into the illusory world of orientalized texts. Goldsmith, Brooks argues, exploits his foreign observer's social mobility, confining him within his foreignness, in order to undermine this fashion through the superior form of English satire.
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On one occasion, Altangi receives an invitation from "a lady of distinction" who has "collected all her knowledge of eastern manners from fictions every day propagated here under the titles of eastern tales, and oriental histories" (2:142). When they meet in person, the hostess and her Chinese guest disappoint each other in almost every way. She expects him to bring opium, allocates him "a cushion on the floor" instead of a chair, and offers him "a plate of Bear's claws" and "Birds nests" when he wishes to eat beef. "Is it possible to bear the presumption of these islanders, " Altangi cries in exasperation, "when they pretend to instruct me in the ceremonies of China!" (2:142). At dinner, the Chinese philosopher's conversation fails to bring the anticipated exotic flavour. Another female guest, also "a great reader, " complains that his speech is all "chit chat and common sense" and devoid of sublimity. Also present is an author of orientalist fictions, who agrees that "Eastern tales should always be sonorous, lofty, musical and unmeaning"; Altangi retorts by asking whether he has visited Asia or reads Chinese or Arabic, to which the guest replies that he has not. "Then how, Sir, " Altangi says, "can you pretend to deter mine upon the eastern stile?" (2:144-45). Gold smith himself had no such expertise, and the account he gives of these customs and ceremonies is only partially accurate at best. Not only does Du Halde list "Birds-nests" and "Bears-Paws" among Chinese deli cacies, for example, but in a later letter Altangi, speaking of his ennui with "plain beef or solid mutton" litera ture, exclaims "I'm for a Chinese dish of bear's claws and bird's nests" (2:387). Such inconsistencies may be owing to the nature of periodical composition, but Goldsmith did not delete these incon sistencies from the 1762 edition, perhaps suggesting he wished to implicate his own oriental fiction in the traffic of spur ious books. His opposition to decorative but hollow fictions has in many ways little to do with China. When Altangi asserts that true Chinese literature seldom employs similes and metaphors, he contradicts both Du Halde's and Le Comte's accounts and Goldsmith's preface, which states that "metaphors and allusions are all drawn from the East" (2:14). A plain, unaffected literary style was closer to Goldsmith's ideal of English writing.
In one sense, Altangi's stubborn insistence upon being and at the same time not being Chinese displays Goldsmith's ambivalence about satisfying his audience's desires. Booth notes that The Citizen of the World simultaneously exploits readers' "pleasure in the exotic" and "pleasure in parody, particularly of the exotic. " 19 We have little information about the letters' reception in the Public Ledger, but evidence from the newspaper in early 1760 indicates that readers enjoyed the column's exoticism without reflecting unduly upon the criticism implied by Booth's second pleasure. The Public Ledger was after all a commercial paper that fed the appetite for foreign news during the Seven Years War, and Altangi quickly became its amusing "Chinese correspondent. " 20 An anonymous satirist, appropriating Altangi as the author of his own pseudo- Asian piece, describes him as "a gentleman dressed in the Eastern manner, " even though Goldsmith had by this stage informed readers that Altangi wore European clothes and was sometimes mistaken for an Englishman. 21 An association with women readers also indicates that the column was classified alongside chinoiserie fashions. In a probable editorial puff, a young woman writes that she is a convert to her father's Public Ledger: "I admire of all things your Chinese. " 22 Finally, a letter apparently from a genuine reader suggests that Altangi's tale of faithless spouses in letter 18 "contains some admirable hints for a theatrical production" in the manner of "the Orphan of China. "
23 Arthur Murphy's play had been performed at Drury Lane in 1759, and Goldsmith's Critical Review notice had objected to the play's subject matter as a whimsical resort of jaded refined taste (1:170-71). He was soon to cater to the same fashion, but his oriental philosopher repeatedly resists becoming an object of entertainment merely because he provides something new and outlandish. The English people Altangi encounters, who are "fond of sights and monsters, " are often disappointed that his otherness is not more pronounced: "some fancy me no Chinese, because I am formed more like a man than a monster" (2:142). Altangi receives many invitations from the nobility, but only because "the same earnestness which excites them to see a Chinese, would have made them equally proud of a visit from the rhinoceros" (2:190). Goldsmith likens him to an exotic animal in terms that echo his preface, where the author is the animal on public exhibition. If Altangi confounds his hosts' expectations even to the point of refusing to eat with chopsticks, he advances Goldsmith's argument that novelty should not be the sole qualification for gaining an audience. Instruction not pleasure, Altangi states in several places, is the primary goal of Chinese writers.
Goldsmith wishes to distinguish his Chinese correspondence from the literary equivalent of garden pagodas or decorative tea jars by gesturing towards larger agendas. One strategy to this end is to evoke a polite community that spans nations. As an Asian visitor, Altangi enjoys a distanced perspective on European au thorship & persona in goldsmith affairs that enables the kind of broad-based comparative geographical and historical analysis that Goldsmith favoured in his critical works. Richard C. Taylor argues that the use of the "'traveler' or 'correspondent' persona to generalize about foreign cultures and to evaluate his own" forms the "single most dominant feature of his journalistic career. " 24 This approach also enabled the Anglo-Irish author who was sensi tive about his reputation to adopt a perspective closer to the metro politan centre. Most of Goldsmith's travellers are ostensibly English gentle men, even when he discusses Ireland, and The Citizen of the World is a rare instance where he uses a truly exotic persona, with its title suggesting its interest in global ideals. James Watt, in his examination of Goldsmith's cosmopolitanism, shows how Goldsmith tries to distance his work from orientalist "fantasy" and to "de-exoticize" his persona in order to advocate the enlightened exchange of knowledge between China and the West.
25 During Altangi's visit to the fine lady, for example, he dis appoints his hosts by insisting that his travels and education have only taught him that polite cultures are fundamentally similar. According to Goldsmith's biographer James Prior, this notion of the "scale of civilisation" was one reason he chose a Chinese narrator over a native of "barbarous" North Africa.
26 His frequent plagiarising of French sources may be partly excused by his aim of exposing English readers to the ideas of continental authors. A great admirer of Voltaire, who upheld China as a model for the West, Goldsmith includes in his periodical The Bee several pieces translated from Voltaire in which "an Asiatic" or "a Chinese" pro vides ironic commentary on European literature and religion (1:469, 471-72). The positive qualities of his oriental persona are those usually attributed to European philosophes and draw upon the Western myth of the "Oriental natural philosopher" found in the Jesuit travel accounts he had consulted. 27 Such fictions, which Advancing these cosmopolitan ideals complements Goldsmith's project to reform the oriental taste from the inside. Taylor argues that all his fiction is "an attempt to subvert reader expectations and to moralize the genre," and while he manipulates British pre conceptions of oriental tales, Goldsmith also exploits the potential of such works to convey philosophical musings and moral didac ticism. 29 His short story "The Proceedings of Providence Vindicated, " published in 1759, the same year as Rasselas, joins many echoes of Samuel Johnson's novel in The Citizen of the World in addressing life lessons through exotic allegories (3:58-66). 30 The preface added to The Citizen of the World attempts to reframe the collected letters as an improvement upon what Goldsmith sees as a corrupted popular genre. Perhaps he also sought to correct the letters' reception in the Public Ledger as fashionable entertainment. This last point may explain why, although the evi dence suggests the contrary, the preface begins by lamenting that "the capriciousness of public taste" has ignored the merits of the Chinese philosopher (2:14).
Goldsmith perceives a gap between his material and his audience, illustrated metaphorically by the editor's dream in which he visits a "Fashion Fair" on the frozen Thames. At first reluctant to venture into such a "precarious" market, he eventually witnesses so World culminates in one happy marriage and one comically broken engagement, but the collection truly concludes when the Chinese philosopher resolves to travel the world with his English friend, the man in black, studying humankind in search of happiness. 30 In this short "Eastern tale, " the misanthropic hermit Asem, transported by a genius to a world without vice, discovers that it is also a world without virtue. While Asem is able to re-enter society and apply the wisdom learned in solitude to commercial success, a closer parallel with Rasselas found in letter 37 of The Citizen of the World presents a more pessimistic view of the search for happiness. Here, Samuel Johnson's "Happy Valley" becomes "the valley of ignorance, " and the ambitious youth led astray on his journey to the "Land of Certainty" finally plunges, Icarus-like, into the "Ocean of Doubts" (2:157-61).
many other writers selling their wares that he resolves to launch his own venture: "The furniture, frippery and fireworks of China have all been bought up; I'll try the fair with a small cargoe of Chinese morality. If the Chinese have contributed to vitiate our taste, I'll try how far they can help to improve our understanding" (2:15). Oriental goods are sought-after commodities, and the editor adopts the language of market value to advertise intellectual and moral improvement. But the ice cracks, and the "small cargoe" sinks to the bottom of the river as this well-intentioned light reading proves too heavy for the popular market. The editor's cold awakening represents Goldsmith's "ironic recognition," Watt ob serves, "of the limits of the work's moral authority, " as well as his acknowledgment of the inherent contradiction contained in criticizing the taste for chinoiserie through an oriental philosopher. 31 Yet the intent behind his project remains valid. From this opening preface, Altangi's oriental letters set up an opposition between "fashionable commodities and unfashionable morality, " a choice that, Goldsmith argues, England's increasingly mercantile and luxurious society will be required to make on a larger scale. 32 The Chinese philosopher of The Citizen of the World embodies both sides of this choice: he is an objectified exotic figure and a moralist who preaches the eternal truths for which China retained some residual reputation. Oriental observer fictions, Watt argues, provided a "means of addressing the experience of modernity, " and Goldsmith does this by introducing a representative of an enduring moral and political tradition into the capital of a rapidly changing nation. Embroiled in the military and minis terial upheavals of Georgian London, Goldsmith shares his contem poraries' awe of the Qing dynasty that ruled from 1661 to 1799 with only three different emperors, a model of stable govern ment and state patronage of the arts. 33 At the height of the scale of Chinese civilization sat the mandarin, "the deeply learned literary scholar and poet who occupied the highest positions in government and society."
34 Such a figure would clearly appeal to an author con cerned about the status of his profession; Goldsmith's 35 In The Citizen of the World such a model appears in Altangi's friend Fum Hoam, whose duties at the "ceremonial academy at Pekin, " Friedman suggests, include cultivating the arts and examining candidates for degrees (2:21n). Fum Hoam is the recipient of most of the Chinese letters and provides the voice of settled contentment that reproaches Altangi for his rootless, unhappy existence.
Altangi's exile from this homeland parallels Goldsmith's conception of the mid-century author's position. Like the aspiring writer who leaves the village for the city, the philosopher abrogates his mandarin status when he travels out of China against the emperor's wishes. Although he is immersed in the mobile and time-bound world of the daily press and work-for-hire and associates with merchants in a commercial newspaper, he retains the prejudices and values of his former community. The Chinese philosopher believes that the arts should be the province of learned scholars in a hierarchy of "just subordination," subject to the patronage and licence of their rulers and sharing a "duty to unite society more closely, and to persuade men to become citizens of the world" (2:85-86). This perspective resembles an idealized image of the enlightened public or the myth promoted by some Augustan poets of a stable social order comprising individuals of fundamentally similar nature and outlook. Since "the republic of letters is a very common expression among the Europeans, " Altangi expects to find a united community of London philosophes that conforms to this rhetoric (2:85). Instead, he discovers a fiercely competitive market wherein authors and critics clamber over each other in order to court public opinion and fight for reputation, an "anarchy of literature" without rules or boundaries (2:85).
The gulf between instructive literature and marketable goods that Goldsmith opens with respect to orientalized fictions becomes evident throughout this anarchic book trade. Altangi, 35 Joseph Lennon argues that orientalism provided particular avenues of selfdefinition for Irish authors in the eighteenth century. Irish orientalists such as Percy sought parallels between those "two antitheses of modern, enlightened Europe: the Celt and the Oriental" as sources of ancient, poetically inspired cultures. Goldsmith, too, is interested in China's antiquity, but as a rival polite civilization that will highlight by contrast the ills of modern Britain. as a naive ironist, equates books and reading with knowledge.
He is astonished at the sheer volume of published material in England (he estimates twenty-three new books per day) and the failure of this "amazing fund of literature" to produce a nation of en lightened scholars (2:124). Goldsmith's foreign visitor is not content merely to observe the English, but pursues his mockanthro pological researches through printed sources, cementing the link Goldsmith wishes to make between a nation's culture and its literature. Altangi often includes documentary evidence in his letters, yet the deliberately low-brow and commercial pub lications he chooses present a satirically cynical survey of contemporary print production. He reads and reports on oriental tales and travellers' accounts, as well as quacks' advertisements, flattering epitaphs, garrulous title pages, pastoral elegies, and verses on theatre actresses. Such "specimens" are often presented in a parody of scientific enquiry, and often resemble the extracts common in review notices at the time. 36 Inviting readers to assume the role of reviewers, Altangi devotes serious attention to criticizing his samples that even include one epigram taken from an earlier issue of the Public Ledger. By ironically overstating the significance of the smallest poetic squib, Goldsmith accumulates evidence that most of what Londoners read daily is without value. As with his attacks upon oriental fictions, his satire of the periodical press is self-consciously ironic, as highlighted in an early letter where Altangi reproduces for Fum Hoam a sample gazette: this "joint manu facture of Europe" supposedly exhibits "the genius, and the morals of its inhabitants" of the region as they differ by country (2:32). What follows is a parody of the foreign news pages found in the Public Ledger that contains little wisdom or useful knowledge, and therefore reflects upon the limitations of Goldsmith's own enterprise.
Surveying a fraction of the thousands of publications that should combine to engender an enlightened public realm, Altangi con cludes that "the authors of those books are not adequate instructors"; in China, he explains, the emperor takes personal note "of all the doctors in the kingdom who profess authorship, " whereas in England "every man may be an author that can write, for they have by law a liberty ... of saying what they please" (2:124).
Goldsmith argues once more for, if not patronage, then sufficient support and recognition for the author as a figure of cultural authority, distinct from the manual worker in a mechanized trade. The favourable contrast he draws between English freedom of speech and oriental paternalism complicates this argument somewhat by championing the professional writer's independence. Contemporary detractors of writers-by-trade often questioned their qualifications, as Goldsmith had done in his earlier works and as Altangi does above. The Citizen of the World concedes that the problem is partly systemic: just as Lien Chi Altangi is defined by his hosts' expectations of exotic entertainment, writers are caught within a system that rewards them for volume rather than quality.
When Altangi wonders who can possibly be producing the books flooding out of the presses, his English guide takes him to visit an author's club, a parody of a literary salon among the denizens of Grub Street. At the club, the man in black introduces "doctor Nonentity, a metaphysician, " a poet and balladeer, a political lawyer who "finds seasonable thoughts upon every occasion, " and Mr Tibs, a "very useful hand" who "throws off an eastern tale to perfection" (2:125-26). Disillusioned with the idea of original merit and jaded by reader neglect, the club requires that any member wishing to present his own work pay a fine of sixpence for the privilege and an additional shilling for every hour he reads. In this cynical transaction, a kind of self-publishing, even recognition among peers must be purchased. These unflattering portraits have all the bite of insider satire; the best that may be said about these characters is that they are versatile pragmatists. Mr Tibs is not a refined dilettante like the aficionados of oriental tales Altangi encounters elsewhere, but a professional who "understands the business of an author as well as any man; for no bookseller can cheat him" (2:126). Although his coat is coarse, he has at least paid for it, he boasts. These authors rely on booksellers because petitioning the nobility for subscriptions proves increasingly futile, but Altangi's encounters with these businessmen in other letters reveal them to be driven entirely by sales and public demand. If a book sells, they publish more "upon the same plan" until they exhaust the appetite for that mode or genre and "the sated reader turns from it with a kind of literary nausea" (2:387). One bookseller boasts of his ability to pander to the masses: "Others may pretend to direct the vulgar, but that is not my way; I always let the vulgar direct me" (2:214). We have already heard the authors' club complain that the London populace have neither "piety, taste, nor humour, " and Goldsmith presents a self-perpetuating cycle that results in ever-declining standards (2:131). Because Altangi's anthropological eye leads him to generalize, these few booksellers come to represent the type, and we never meet the others who "pretend" to instruct the public.
Elsewhere, in Altangi's advice to his son Hingpo, we find indications of precisely what kind of instruction Goldsmith advocates. One should balance book-learning with worldly exper ience, the father advises the son, because, whereas making a prac tical contribution to society requires a healthy degree of self-regard, books inculcate "social happiness" and make one attentive to "universal harmony" (2:276). Goldsmith's conception of so-called "universal" happiness is narrower than it may at first appear, originating as it does in the neo-classical and conservative bases of his political thought. Frank Donoghue, who examines Goldsmith's career in the context of book reviewing and popular criticism, describes how mid-century commentators often presented reading as "an activity that clarifies social hierarchy, " a means of refining and perpetuating their communal standards of taste in defence against what they saw as the threat posed by increasing social mobility. 37 While Goldsmith clearly benefited from the new opportunities open to the middle classes, he also feared that reading might either reinforce or de stabilize class distinctions, depending on the material consumed and the class of reader consuming it. The fashion for chinoiserie goods, as an obvious example, crossed social boundaries and could symbolize lower-and middle-class aspirations towards a more "refined" lifestyle. 38 Refinement and luxury were both long synonymous with Eastern opulence and lay along a scale whose gradations were not always clear. In a passage often cited as a puzzling departure from Goldsmith's anti-luxury stance, Altangi echoes Hume by stating that the pursuit of material comforts increases happiness and stimulates intellectual and philosophical development (2:51-53). In this way, he explains in a later letter, luxury actually produces its own antidote in the form of the arts and sciences, which teach people how to restrict sensual indulgence "within the bounds of moderate enjoyment" (2:338). Luxury is a product of society, and it requires another social product such as literature to help contain its spread: "The love of books," Altangi tells Hingpo, "dampens the passion for pleasure, and ... life is then cheaply supported" (2:339). The poverty-stricken author's wry satire on oriental asceticism does not mask the point that books, material commodities themselves, may be remedies for avarice as well as helping to stabilize social divisions.
Here, The Citizen of the World offers its one justification for the author's role that also addresses the context of a rapidly expanding print culture. The author has access to the channels by which information may be disseminated to a popular audience in civilized nations. "Every country must be instructed either by writers or preachers, " but reading is overtaking listening as the dominant means of absorbing instruction (2:312); therefore, "as every country becomes more polite, the press becomes more useful; and writers become more necessary, as readers are supposed to increase" (2:238). Goldsmith's reference to the press here makes it clear that he refers to those who write for a living, and the rest of this letter is a typical complaint that despite the profession's gains, the nobility still monopolize literary fame. The answer to Altangi's question of why so many authors are writing when the market is clearly saturated, then, is that the modern reader "receives more instruction from the press than the pulpit. The preaching Bonse may instruct an illiterate peasant, but nothing less than the insinuating address of a fine writer can win its way to an heart already relaxed in all the effeminacy of refinement. Books are necessary to correct the vices of the polite" (2:311-12). This conclusion is deeply ambivalent. If the Chinese letters can be read as an experiment in the instructive power of the press, they also demote such fictions as polite vices and harshly judge the content of magazines and other popular pub lications. Goldsmith's gendered language above renders the professional writer as a suitor "insinuating" himself into the affec tions of a languid and feminized reader. Authors, he implies, must imitate the strategies of romances, those epitomes of publications appealing to "every person, " and communicate a patronizing lack of faith in the ability of readers to appreciate an unaffected argument. When appealing to the English capacity for rational commonsense in his own instructive writings, Goldsmith fears being insufficiently entertaining. Harkin, exploring this equation of the author to the preacher in The Vicar of Wakefield, summarizes his dilemma: his very definition of refined readers, those bored by moralizing, excludes his own target audience.
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Goldsmith frequently makes defensive remarks about his Chinese philosopher's dullness and laments the neglect of general readers. Working against his proposition that new books improve polite society is his conviction that fresh publications merely feed refined readers' love of novelty per se, a fashionable pursuit of trifles that estranges literature from nature and time-honoured models.
The figure of the critic appeared, at least prior to the 1760s, to have offered some hope to Goldsmith for countering these trends in taste by helping authors regain some control over their readership and the institutions of publishing. He began his own literary career in 1757 with Ralph Griffith's Monthly Review, moving to Tobias Smollett's Critical Review in early 1759; this period, Donoghue argues, shaped his conception of the author as a cultural commentator and guide. 40 A consensus grew between the two dominant reviews that they should not only impose order on the ever-increasing numbers of works being printed, but they should also fulfil a corresponding demand for standards by which to evaluate these publications. 41 In a typical passage, the Monthly Review declared that "Criticism is the result of Judgement, and the perfection of Taste. It ... teaches when to applaud, and when to censure, with reason. " 42 This was, initially, the definition that Goldsmith adopted: "To direct our taste, " he stated in an early dramatic review, "and conduct the Poet up to perfection, has ever been the true Critic's province" (1:10). In several of the Chinese letters, which place the fiction of the naive foreigner under particular strain, Altangi becomes a literary critic. He assesses English poetry, for example, arguing in favour of the formal constraints of numbered meter and praising Johnson and Smollett as "poets in disguise" for their strength of sentiment and expression (2:171). Yet by the time he was writing his Chinese letters, Goldsmith's attitude towards critics had soured, partly from personal dissatisfaction with his own obscurity.
39 Harkin, 339. 40 Donoghue argues that while Goldsmith saw authors and critics as competing for "the legitimating attention of English readers, " he acknowledged the power critics held and used fictional perspectives such as that of a Chinese traveller in order to adopt a "comprehensive perspective on culture roughly analogous to that to which the Reviews aspired" (86-87 Given the central concern with truth and pretence in The Citizen of the World, it is unsurprising that the work seeks to expose false pedants and self-professed connoisseurs. Authors' prefaces at the time, according to Antonia Forster, applied the term "critic" to three groups: the "critics" of play audiences and coffee-houses, reviewers for magazines, and, finally, those "skilled in the art of judging of literature. " 43 Members of this last group, Goldsmith's "true critics, " are conspicuously absent from The Citizen of the World. Altangi instead encounters only judges of the theatre pit and other such figures, who are entirely ignorant of critical principles but have "assumed the right of being censors because there was none to contradict their pretensions"; if anyone who can write can be an author, anyone who announces himself a "connoisseur" becomes one, again bringing the qualifications for both roles into question (2:90). Altangi satirizes the charlatan who "pretends to take our feelings under his care, teaches where to condemn, where to lay the emphasis of praise, and may, with as much justice, be called a man of taste, as the Chinese who measures his wisdom by the length of his nails" (2:88). Du Halde explains that long fingernails among Chinese scholars indicated their freedom from the necessity of manual labour in order to earn their livelihood. Altangi's simile separates the productive author from the idle commentator. So too does the man in black when he describes critics as "answerers of books" (2:60), a phrase that first appears in Shaftesbury's Characteristiks to denote "Authors who subsist wholly by the criticizing or commenting Practice upon others. " 44 To this implied accusation of parasitism, the man in black borrows from Alexander Pope an appropriately oriental image: critics are like "eunuchs in a seraglio" who, unable to give pleasure, suppress the talents of those who can. 45 fame. He later compares critics to "the wolves of the Russian forest" who fight over new publications and, deprived of fresh prey, tear apart each other (2:86). No longer parasites but now predators, they attack the very authors upon whom they depend. The system becomes a vicious cycle: the more ignorant booksellers and critics grow, the more they suppress creative genius. As a result, great authors become rarer and consequently arouse more jealous opposition, which decreases their output of learned works and further exacerbates readers' ignorance. Goldsmith's depictions of fierce literary contention here also feed into the wider context of his denunciations of British conduct overseas during the Seven Years War. England and France have gone to war, Altangi observes at one point, displacing the native inhabitants of Canada, "all upon account of one side's desiring to wear greater quantities of furs than the other" (2:73). Print culture has become as competitive as the battlefields of Europe and as motivated by the same commercial ends: the pursuit of luxury commodities that include Asian or imitation-oriental goods.
The notices in review journals were not automatically hostile, and Goldsmith's defensive protests that they were also concede their authority. In the Chinese letter of 23 June 1760, almost two years before The Citizen of the World was published in book form, he took it upon himself to answer the critics. The pragmatic bookseller assures Altangi that he has hired a reviewer able to criticize any work: "Suppose you should take it into your head to publish a book, let it be a volume of Chinese letters for instance; write how you will, he shall shew the world you could have written better" (2:216). Goldsmith predicts the critics' preprogrammed reactions: if the work is too rigorously Chinese, it will repel English readers, but if Altangi displays his cosmopolitan knowledge he will be instantly condemned as "uneastern, quite out of character. " Losing his "oriental" composure, Altangi protests that he "must either be natural or unnatural, " he cannot be both; "be what you will, we shall criticize you, " is the bookseller's reply, even in reference to a book still entirely hypothetical (2:216-17). By reducing the critic to another employee in the mechanized book trade, Goldsmith makes his "most cynical assault" on its institutions. 46 Not only does the bookseller's hired hack fail to recognize the insights Altangi could offer, but he is also either megan kitching unable to tell or indifferent to what is "natural, " and thus ignores what was to Augustan authors the central standard of taste.
Increasingly in Goldsmith's works, the authoritative perspective on culture is transferred from the professional reviewer to the detached and learned observer. Before his death, Goldsmith extensively revised his Enquiry into the Present State of Polite Learning in Europe. In the second edition, published posthumously in 1774, all financially independent "gentlemen writers" disappear, as does their hypothetical reforming influence over the class of professional authors. Critics vanish too, leaving only the "man of taste. " 47 This figure, present in both versions of the Enquiry, "stands neuter in [the] controversy ... between learning and common sense, " between pedantry and accessibility. By his efforts, the virtues of the great are passed down to future generations and "even the philosopher, acquires popular applause" (1:306). As a fictional correspondent in a commercial newspaper, Lien Chi Altangi has the reach of the press but not the institutional or social power to command popular acclaim for his philosophy. His assets are a certain critical distance and his origins in a polite and civilized realm. These same associations with chinoiserie compromise his authority as a potential arbiter of taste, yet do not prevent him from discoursing on what constitutes the ideal cultural commentator or literary genius.
Altangi's quest to understand the English people inspires him to find such "great men, " the nation's "philosophers, heroes and poets" (2:56). His search begins at a pivotal point in the correspondence: his visit to Westminster Abbey. Here, he meets his future friend and guide to English culture, the man in black, and here too he real izes the extent to which commercial concerns have infiltrated Britain and its arts. The Abbey's Poets' Corner, Philip Connell argues, func tioned at the time as a formative "nation al literary pantheon, " a focal point of both celebration and uneasiness around literary culture. 48 The commemoration of Gold smith in this pantheon in 1776 with Joseph Nollekens's monu ment and Johnson's epitaph was to reinforce his own elevation to canonical status. Altangi first imagines the site in idealized terms as a monument to "true merit" entrusted to caretakers notable for their "disinterested patriotism" (2:56). As Altangi discovers to his dismay, and as Connell points out, public com memoration in the corner was largely dependent upon individual wealth and not state funds. The finest tombs are not shrines to kings or magistrates, but rich nobodies remarkable only for the "desire of being buried among the great. " Pope has no memorial, Altangi hears, because the answerers of books have not ceased reviling him (2:59-62). Goldsmith's Abbey becomes a micro cosm of the literary public, where priests are no longer virtuous instructors but those charging entry at the gates; "simply the ecclesi astical equivalents, " in Connell's words, "of the mercenary bookseller and his hired critics, buying and selling literary fame without regard to genuine merit. " 49 All of the literary heroes in the Abbey are of course dead, and despite the daily newspapers trum peting great men, the Chinese philosopher never finds their living equivalent.
The Citizen of the World proposes several ideal functions of the author in polite society: memorializing the great and their wisdom, cementing national identity, and providing moral instruction and improvement. From Altangi's survey of contemporary literature and his forays into the world of professional writing, we may conclude that the author in a market economy cannot fulfil these functions, at least not within the pages of a commercial newspaper. After the final Chinese letter in August 1761, Goldsmith launched another Public Ledger column proposing to report upon new domestic and foreign publications. This was a crowded niche, and the column was short-lived. Most evidence suggests that, with the exception of scattered essays, Goldsmith withdrew from journalism entirely after 1762. His preface to Essays by Mr. Goldsmith (1765) states that he saw no advantage in continuing to produce work that sank unnoticed and added little to his reputation, yet was widely reprinted without his permission (3:1-2). If he no longer satirized book-trade statistics in newspapers, Goldsmith re mained just as urgently concerned with the links between polite learning, mercantile expansion, and national prosperity. In keep ing with his distaste for innovation, Goldsmith chose verse inspired by Augustan poetics as the genre in which to further this socio economic argument, presenting politicized laments against the breakdown of community in The Traveller and The Deserted Village. The publication of The Traveller in late 1764 also ended Goldsmith's anonymity and established his fame, suggesting the limitations of popular journalism for aspiring authors and demon strating the literary authority that poetry still carried.
Thereafter, Goldsmith abandoned the device of an oriental per sona. The unstable fiction of Altangi's Chinese nature had always compromised his authority as cultural commentator, and the attack upon luxury at the heart of Goldsmith's critique of literary fashions was rooted in his very mistrust of foreign commerce. With the historical example of the Roman Empire ever-present in contemporary debates around British imperial expansion, such narratives of cultural decline as Goldsmith's took on an air of defeated inevitability. China, Altangi admits in one letter, is "degenerating from her antient greatness; her laws are now more venal, and her merchants are more deceitful than formerly; the very arts and sciences have run to decay" just as they have in Britain (2:262). What links The Citizen of the World to many of Goldsmith's other and later works is this commitment to public themes addressed through marginalized figures that suggest a widening gulf between his material and its desired audience. Reputation remained a complex issue with Goldsmith, who veered between criticizing and fulfilling middle-class expectations. The Citizen of the World succeeds as a periodical collection in providing a variety of entertaining pieces, yet Goldsmith argues throughout (however unevenly) that such literature should also aspire to instruct. The isolation of personae like Lien Chi Altangi suggests Goldsmith's failure to adapt his didactic aims to the needs of readers. Yet, ironically, his sentimental portraits of the misunderstood author were to contribute greatly to Goldsmith's posthumous reputation, as Romantic notions of literary genius replaced those extolling the virtues of the versatile compiler and social satirist.
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